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a,

iskustva Is

temeljnom idejnom i naravnom
smislu teorijske multikulturalnosti - jednovremeno u sebi smirivati duhovne i
adamovskog duha u nama
coincidentia oppositorum
differentiae specificarum. To je, naprosto, njegov raison d' être par excellence.
Nije nikako s
-povijesnom,
bosniacus-

civilizacijsko-geografskom i
homo
davnom dnu ozbiljivan
u

duha Istoka. Povijesna, kulturna, civilizacijska i religijska supstanca bosanskog
Anthroposa

jetu, osobito po svojim
Philo/Sophia perennis i Religio perennis svake metafizike i svake primordijalne
duhovne tradicije, trebao da simbolizira povijesnu i egzistencijalnu puninu

tradicionalno bosanskim genijem. Razlog zbog kojega
-

2

icije Adamova
potomka na Zemlji. Nigdje kao ondje Homo Dei
Homo spiritualis-a, Homo sapiens-a Homo
perfectus-a, Homo politicus-a i Homo demokratusge
-

kao trajna, univerzalna i istinita vrijednost i dobrota - Verus, Virtus et Bonus.

INSTEAD OF INTRODUCTION
Cross-points represents a name of a new magazine within the context of
periodical magazines in the horizons of this place, a magazine for philosophical
theory and for the theory of disciplines which are close to the philosophy.
Devoting to the most authentical ethimology of proper name, the mentioned
magazine will be opend without any intellectual shame to all the most subtle
theoretical experiences of the East and the West, which touch, from perspective
of classical or contemporary thought, the universal been of modern man and all
other that is in relationship to him. This magazine in every case will take care,
during its publishing, for identity of its content and for its well-balanced viewworld in such manner that it will simultaneously by its essential ideological and
natural superpersonality - or by its absolute universality in a sense of theoretical
multi-culturedness - calm down inward himself mental and existential
reverberations of earthly developed to the last extremity Adam's spirit inward us
by the force of principle of coincidentia oppositorum ; this magazin will be also
very clearly appointing all inwardly and outwardly existential and , in general, all
cultural nuances and forms by the force of principle differentiae specificarum.
This is, simply, its raison d'etre par excellence.
It is absolutely not accidental that this new philosophical magazine is
initiated within bosnian domestic cultural, historical, civilisation's geographical,
anthropological and linguistic context. The millennial been of traditional homo
bosniacus, within his inexhaustible semantical and existential bottom, was been
accomplished under a sign of the most subtle existential multiforms. That is
what, otherwise, provides universality to its substance whose esoterical and
axoterical boundaresness sumarizes in itself the most spiritual genii of
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prechristian, christian and the Bogumil's spirit of the West, and Islamic, Jewish,
Brahmanistico-Buddhistic and Gnostical spirit of the East. Historical, cultural,
civilisation's and religious substance of Bosnian Anthropos deposits it, asserts it
and remelts it within itself through the centuries.
It is not also accidental that this new philosophical magazine under upper
name, for the begining, initiates in the context of developed mental endeavours
of Iranian Institute for persian language, litterature and philosophical researchs
"Ibn Sina", for, the mentioned Institute, with many things unique in the world,
particularly with its universal values upon which still uniquely here can count the
philo/sophia perennis and religio perennis of each metaphysics and each
primordial mental tradition, that is the mentioned Institute should be to simbolize
historical and existential plenitude of noble and pregnant iranian genius, taking in
evidence its completly hierohistorical phenomenology since five thousand years
upon today. Only this genius, with its inner structure and richness of content, is
naturaly and logicaly similar to and conformable with the traditional bosnian
genius. The reason for which we have planted spiritual and existential roots of
this new philosophical magazine within mentioned historical and cultural frame is
not reflected only in the fact that we want to catch wider historical chronology of
Adam's spirit inward us, but it is been reflected too in the fact that the mentioned
frame embraces almost the most ancient metalinguistic and metahistorical
formation of metaphysical, religious, cultural, historical, civilisation's,
philosophical, ontological, anthropological, gnoseological, theological and
theosophical tradition of Adam's offspring in the Earth. Nowhere as over there
Homo Dei did not so early and so skillfuly accomplish his existential versions in a
sense of Homo Spiritualis, Homo Perfectus, Homo Politicus and Homo
Demokratus. As the primordial Iranian genius was not shamed from too much
dosed opening toward all nishas (hollowes) of Light, toward mistical Sinai,
Karmel, Hira and Benares, receiving all the beauty and nobility of wisdom taken
from cultural surrounding of that time, in the same way this philosophical
magazine will not be shamed to look simultaneously, from its proper spiritual
balance, at the East and the West, and to receive from it all what would be
recognized as perpetual, universal and truthful value and goodness - Verus, Virtus
et Bonus.
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